Ashton Open Gardens Weekend NOT a washout!
Despite forecasts and reports of rain over the weekend, in Ashton the rain stopped at 9.30am on Saturday
and it stayed dry until a few drops at 5.50pm on Sunday. As they say.....'the sun shines on the righteous’!
However, although we had a dry weekend, rain early on Saturday and elsewhere across the region meant
we had a lot fewer visitors than we would have liked. Sunday, however, went some way to make up for it
and we ended up with close to 1000 visitors over
the two days.
As usual the overriding feedback was really
positive. Our visitors continue to praise the village
and the warm welcome they receive. They were
delighted by not only the variety of gardens, but
the interesting features and the planting within
them.
Again we have welcomed visitors from many far
flung places including Sweden, Switzerland,
Canada and Yorkshire to mention but a few, as well
as many returning visitors who come to us
regularly and are keen to see the various
developments in different gardens.
This year the theme of 'The Lost Words' was really
well represented and included an exhibition of work by the students of both our village schools and
creative and stunning flower arrangements in St Barbara’s. There was also a treasure hunt for children to
find the lost words hidden in various gardens
and copies of the book were on sale over the
weekend.
As usual we had various stalls including our
ever popular village plant stall, which was
devoured by our plant hungry guests. There
were also many home made jams and
preserves for sale. By the end of the
weekend there wasn't much left and the
plant stall had one of its most successful
weekends. Many thanks for all donations.
Local choir, Go Vocal, who have sung before
at one of our fetes, provided lovely musical
entertainment in several gardens. Thanks to
them for giving up their sunday afternoon
for the village.
In addition to all of this, our visitors were
not to go hungry or thirsty! They were spoilt
with a choice of refreshments; Ploughman's & Cream Teas at Lammas Hay, WI Teas & Cakes in the Village
Hall, Ice Creams, the Fizz Bar and Teas & Coffees in the Chapel. The PFA at Bredon Hill Academy also
offered light refreshments.
All of the above is only possible because as a village and community we are able to pull together, involving
so many willing volunteers and helpers every step of the way. Huge thanks must go to everyone who was
involved over the weekend and in the build up to the event, and in particular to the garden owners who
work so hard to get their gardens looking good, and who then allow us to traipse across their beautifully
manicured lawns.
Once again as a result we will be able to make significant donations to the village organisations and
charities. Further details to follow.
Many thanks to all.
Jim Teague
Ashton Open Gardens
Committee Chair

